The best power-to-weight ratio offered in its class.

The most powerful Lexus V8 to date.

The lightest and fastest RC F ever.

Experience exhilaration crafted to the extreme.

The 2020 Lexus RC F
RC F
Experience a more powerful 472-horsepower 5.0-liter V8 and eight-speed Sport Direct-Shift transmission with Manual-mode torque converter lockup in gears two through eight. The RC F also features new Launch Control for lightning-fast acceleration off the line and F-Adaptive Variable Suspension with adjustable damping. For aerodynamic performance, you’ll also find a speed-activated rear wing. Inside, it features Amazon Alexa compatibility. And added iPhone functionality comes via Apple CarPlay integration.

RC F TRACK EDITION
Taking the high-performance RC F to the extreme, the RC F Track Edition accelerates from 0–60 mph in a mere 3.96 seconds. It achieves a class-leading power-to-weight ratio with high-strength and lightweight components like titanium mufflers and a carbon fiber fixed rear wing, hood, roof, front spoiler, rocker-panel splitters and rear diffuser. Combining aggressive style and raceway performance, it adds forged alloy wheels by BBS, class-leading standard carbon-ceramic brakes, and an exclusively available Matte Nebula Gray exterior.

The 2020 RC F

RC F shown in Ultrasonic Blue Mica 2.0 (left), RC F Track Edition shown in Matte Nebula Gray (right)
The Performance Package features exclusive carbon fiber components, fabricated at the same workshop used to develop those on the world-renowned LFA supercar. With distinctive style and the same structural rigidity as standard steel components, the carbon fiber roof and speed-activated rear wing help increase vehicle stability at higher speeds for more responsive handling.
The RC F was honed from the most dominating Lexus vehicles ever built at the most iconic proving grounds around the world. Infused with the DNA of the RC F GT3 racecar (left), the 2020 RC F now brings you even closer to the racetrack with the first-ever Track Edition.

HEIGHTENED PERFORMANCE

Obsessively reengineered, the 2020 RC F is more powerful and lighter than ever before.

The more potent 472-horsepower\(^2\) 5.0-liter V8 is not only the largest engine in its class,\(^3\) it’s also the most powerful Lexus V8 ever. An unprecedented feat of precision engineering, the RC F delivers enhanced torque, added responsiveness and an updated differential gear ratio for lightning-fast acceleration. Making its V8 even more stirring, the RC F emits a throaty, specially tuned intake and exhaust note as it screams to its impressive 7,300-rpm redline.
The greatest measure of a vehicle’s response is the one it invokes in the driver. And it’s precisely why every element of the high-performance RC F was painstakingly scrutinized to minimize weight while maximizing aerodynamics. From new hollow half shafts down to the smallest components like a more compact air conditioning compressor, every gram was purposefully shaved for optimal performance. Lexus engineers worked with the RC F GT3 racing team to create a unique aerodynamics strategy that increases downforce for better grip and control through every turn. Even the airflow inside the wheel wells was carefully calculated. It exits through the fenders, allowing the suspension to perform without disruptive air pressure, simultaneously enhancing handling and stability. And taking traction to the next level, each tread line on the RC F’s Michelin® Pilot® Sport 4 S tires features a specially developed compound to maximize grip.
Engineered from the track and for the track, this is the most exhilarating RC F yet.

**BEST-IN-CLASS POWER-TO-WEIGHT RATIO**

True track performance isn’t a matter of horsepower alone. Crafting a vehicle inspired by the circuit requires carefully scrutinizing every element for optimal weight reduction and, ultimately, optimal performance. With lightweight components like a carbon fiber roof and hood as well as titanium mufflers, the RC F Track Edition boasts an even lower center of gravity and further reduces rotational inertia. The result is nothing short of extraordinary: Massive weight savings, added responsiveness and enhanced torque combine to propel the RC F from 0 to 60 in a mere 3.96 seconds.

**UNPRECEDENTED AERODYNAMICS**

With various aerodynamic elements, from the carbon fiber front spoiler and RC F GT3–inspired rear wing to the flat-panel undercarriage and more, the RC F Track Edition was designed specifically to channel air in a way that optimizes performance. After countless hours of working with the RC F GT3 development team, Lexus engineers found the perfect balance that increases downforce while simultaneously reducing the drag coefficient.

**LAUNCH CONTROL**

Featured on every RC F, new Launch Control is a key component of the vehicle’s lightning-fast acceleration off the line. This track-ready technology seamlessly allows the driver to hold the optimal rpm for launch. The throttle control within this sophisticated system helps eliminate wheelspin and maximize grip, propelling the vehicle virtually instantaneously.

3.96
0–60 MPH (SEC)
RC F TRACK EDITION
STYLE

From exclusively available matte paint to an RC F GT3-inspired carbon fiber rear wing, the RC F Track Edition turns heads as quickly as it does corners.

Every line of the first-ever RC F Track Edition makes a statement. In addition to a carbon fiber roof that helps lower its center of gravity, it features a more daring front fascia with an exclusive carbon fiber hood. Adding to its aggressive design, you’ll find lightweight forged alloy wheels and red brake calipers with 14.9-inch front and rear carbon-ceramic brake discs. These exclusive discs are significantly lighter than traditional cast-iron ones, reducing unsprung weight and increasing responsiveness. And drawing from its GT3 counterpart, it also features a fixed carbon fiber rear wing for even greater aerodynamics.

Complementing its exclusively available Matte Nebula Gray® exterior, you’ll find bold Circuit Red Alcantara® interior trim with Red Carbon Fiber ornamentation. The driver-centric cockpit in the RC F Track Edition also features an LFA-inspired instrument panel and bolstered high-back sport seats for even more comfort during high-G turns.
BOLDER DESIGN

With more daring styling and more carbon fiber components than ever before, the 2020 RC F is striking from every angle.

From its muscular stance and redesigned available Premium Triple-Beam LED headlamps and taillamps, to its driver-inspired cabin including aggressively styled high-back sport seats, the RC F is even more stirring inside and out.
DESIGN

COMMAND AND CONTROL

With an enhanced driver-centric cockpit and more aggressively styled, bolstered high-back sport seats, the RC F holds drivers as tightly as it holds curves.

For optimal performance and control, exclusive F-badged high-back sport seats embrace you from hip to shoulder. Their unique design is constructed to disperse body pressure, increase support, and help hold you firmly through turns. The stitching pattern on the seats was inspired by specially crafted athletic sportswear and is carefully calculated to help provide greater support and grip in high-G situations. Inside, bold digital instrumentation displays everything from the G-force meter to Launch Control™ status. And to bring you even closer to the road, the RC F’s lightning-fast eight-speed Sport Direct-Shift transmission with downshift rev-matching features optimally positioned paddle shifters for split-second upshifts all the way to its 168-mph top track speed.1,9

RC F shown with Black leather and Black Carbon Fiber interior trim
From added iPhone® functionality via Apple CarPlay® integration to available Mark Levinson® surround sound, every innovation is designed to thrill.
BEYOND ADVANCED

Added iPhone® functionality. Thousands of Amazon Alexa® skills. This is the next level of innovation: personalization.

APPLE CARPLAY®
With Apple CarPlay® integration, you can access the same familiar interface from your iPhone® through an available 10.3-inch multimedia display. Simply connect your iPhone to get directions, make calls, send and receive messages via Siri® and get access to your favorite apps like Waze, Spotify® and Apple Podcasts™.

AMAZON ALEXA
Bring all the convenience of Amazon Alexa® on the road with the Lexus+Alexa® app. Using only your voice, you can easily access thousands of the same skills you get with Alexa at home. Listen to audiobooks, stream Amazon Music, make lists, check the weather, get news briefings and much more. You can also use it to control compatible smart-home devices such as lighting, thermostat and security systems. Offering added in-vehicle convenience, Alexa even syncs to your Navigation System® to provide on-the-go recommendations.

LEXUS ENFORM
Lexus Enform® elevates connected technology and provides concierge-level convenience. From emergency assistance and available onboard Wi-Fi to the ability to start your engine remotely® using your smartphone, smartwatch, the Lexus skill on Amazon Alexa® built-in devices, or the Lexus action on Google Assistant-enabled® devices, our premium suite of connected technology offers peace of mind with every drive.

DELIVERY AND TECHNOLOGY SPECIALISTS
To help you get the most out of these and other features in your new Lexus, a Vehicle Delivery Specialist will walk you through nearly every setting and function you desire. And to answer questions that arise after delivery, a Vehicle Technology Specialist can offer expert guidance in person or without you ever leaving the driveway via camera-enabled apps like Facetime®. Learn more about these services at lexus.com/specialists.
PRE-COLLISION SYSTEM WITH PEDESTRIAN DETECTION
This system is engineered to help detect a vehicle or a pedestrian in the path of your Lexus under certain conditions. Should it detect a potential frontal collision, it’s designed to automatically prepare Brake Assist for increased brake force and, in some cases, can even automatically brake the vehicle to a stop.

LANE DEPARTURE ALERT WITH STEERING ASSIST
This system utilizes a camera to monitor visible lane markings. If an inadvertent lane departure is detected at speeds above 32 mph, the system is designed to warn you so that you can steer back into the lane, and can even take slight corrective measures to help keep you within your visibly marked lane.

HIGH-SPEED DYNAMIC RADAR CRUISE CONTROL
This system uses radar and camera technology to help you maintain a preset speed and following distance from the vehicle ahead. If you get closer than the preset distance, the throttle is automatically reduced and the brakes may be applied. As soon as the road ahead clears, your Lexus returns to its preset speed.

INTELLIGENT HIGH BEAMS
To help provide greater visibility for you as well as other drivers, Intelligent High Beams offer added illumination to help keep you focused on the road. When the road ahead is clear, the system defaults to high-beam mode, then temporarily switches to low beams when it detects the headlamps or taillamps of vehicles ahead.

PEACE OF MIND, STANDARD
Presenting Lexus Safety System+, an integrated suite of the most advanced active safety equipment ever offered on the RC F.

LEXUS SAFETY SYSTEM +
Includes RC F features, and adds or replaces:

- Carbon fiber hood, roof, front spoiler, rocker-panel splitters, rear diffuser and fixed rear wing
- Titanium mufflers
- Brembo® carbon-ceramic brakes with red brake calipers
- Red Carbon Fiber interior trim
- Circuit Red Alcantara® interior trim
- SmartAccess® Card Key with F logo

**PREMIUM PACKAGE**

- Power lift-and-telescopic steering column
- Driver’s seat memory
- Blind Spot Monitor* with Rear Cross-Traffic Alert
- Leather-trimmed interior
- Heated and ventilated front seats
- Heated steering wheel
- Rear-seat center console with cupholders
- Rear-seat center armrest with trunk pass-through
- Electrochromic (auto-dimming) outside mirrors with auto tilt-down in reverse

**PERFORMANCE PACKAGE**

- Includes Premium Package, and adds or replaces:
  - Carbon fiber roof, front spoiler, rocker-panel splitters, rear diffuser and speed-activated rear wing
  - Black Carbon Fiber interior trim

**NAVIGATION/MARK LEVINSON® AUDIO PACKAGE**

- Navigation System* with 10.3-in color multimedia display
- Lexus Enform Destination Assist* included for the first year of ownership.
- Lexus Enform Dynamic Navigation* included for up to the first three years of ownership.
- Dynamic Voice Command®
- Mark Levinson® Premium Surround Sound Audio System
  - 17 speakers
  - 835-watt Class-D amplifier
  - Clari-Fi® audio processing
  - Auto-volume technology
  - Machined-aluminum control knobs

**ALL-WEATHER PACKAGE**

- Windshield wiper de-icer
- Headlamp washers

**OPTIONS**

- C. Premium Triple-Beam LED headlamps
- Intuitive Parking Assist®
- Power moonroof (RC F and Premium Package)
- Orange Metallic Brembo® brake calipers (RC F, Premium and Performance Packages)
- Torque Vectoring Differential (Premium and Performance Packages)
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DIMENSIONS
OVERALL LENGTH 185.4 IN / WHEELBASE 107.5 IN
WIDTH 72.6 IN (MIRRORS FOLDED) / HEIGHT 54.7 IN
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WHEELS

Forged alloy wheels by BBS add an edge.

The largest standard forged wheels\(^2\) in the class\(^1\) make a statement while enhancing performance through increased strength and decreased weight.

19-in
Split-seven-spoke forged alloy wheels by BBS with Michelin\(^{®}\) Pilot\(^{®}\) Sport 4 S tires\(^3\)
STANDARD

19-in
Hand-polished 20-spoke forged alloy wheels by BBS with Michelin\(^{®}\) Pilot\(^{®}\) Sport 4 S tires\(^3\)
AVAILABLE

19-in
Ultra-lightweight forged alloy wheels by BBS with Michelin\(^{®}\) Pilot\(^{®}\) Sport 4 S tires\(^3\)
STANDARD RC F TRACK EDITION

RCF shown in Ultra White.
### COLOR, MATERIAL & FINISH

#### INTERIOR & TRIM

- Black Leather
- Black Nulux or Leather
- Circuit Red Alcantara
- Black Carbon Fiber Trim
- Red Carbon Fiber Trim

### ACCESSORIES

The Lexus accessory line is an elegant and well-crafted extension of your individually designed Lexus vehicle. And ours are the only Lexus accessories that are warranted for up to 60 months/100,000 miles* and warrantee at your Lexus dealership to the extent* lexus.com/accessories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accessory</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>All-season floor mats††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Alloy wheel locks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Cargo net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Carpet floor mats††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Carpet trunk mat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Center/under sitting-base floor edge trim by 3M™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Door edge guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Emergency assistance kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>First-aid kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Illuminated door sills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Key gloves with F logo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Passenger-floor trim by 3M™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Rear bumper appliqué</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DISCLOSURES

Terms and conditions apply.

Accessories availability varies by region. For more information, see lexus.com for details.

To learn about Lexus Enform’s data collection, use, sharing and retention, please visit https://www.lexus.com/privacyvts/.

Not all Amazon Alexa functionality is available for in-vehicle use. Always drive safely and obey traffic laws. Apps/services vary by phone/carrier; functionality depends on many factors.

Stolen vehicle police report required to use Stolen Vehicle Locator. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. Availability and accuracy of the Destination Assist service depend on factors outside of Lexus’ control, which can limit the ability to reach the response center or receive emergency support or otherwise limit the functionality or availability of the system.

Apps, prices and services vary by phone carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice. Always drive safely and obey traffic laws. Apps and services are subject to change at any time without notice.

### PERFORMANCE FIGURES & MILEAGE ESTIMATES

1. Information from manufacturers’ websites as of 12/4/2018.
2. Stolen vehicle police report required to use Stolen Vehicle Locator.
3. Racecars are not available to the public. RC F GT3 racecar shown.
4. Preliminary mileage estimates determined by Lexus. EPA mileage estimates are not available for new vehicles at this time. Information about the EPA’s new vehicle estimates can be accessed at www.epa.gov/carguide.
5. AMCI (Automotive Market Consulting Inc.)
6. Information from manufacturers’ websites.
7. Destination Assist is dependent upon an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS satellite signal reception, and other factors outside of Lexus’ control, which can limit the ability or functionality of the system.
8. Scion, a Toyota brand.

### SMART ACCESS SYSTEM

The SmartAccess system may interfere with some pacemakers or cardiac defibrillators. If you have one of these medical devices, please talk to your doctor to see if you should deactivate this feature. To learn more about additional limitations and details, see lexus.com/smartaccess.

### INTELLIGENT PARKING SYSTEM

Intuitive Parking Assist (IPA) helps you avoid potential obstacles when parking. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. Availability and accuracy of the Intuitive Parking Assist system depend on factors outside of Lexus’ control, which can limit the ability or functionality of the system.

### VEHICLE SECURITY

The Lexus Security System includes Vehicle Dynamic Integrated Management (VDIM) (e.g., do not remotely start engine if vehicle is in an enclosed space or vehicle is occupied by a child). VDIM is designed to help prevent a loss of control by increasing brake pressure when certain driving conditions are detected. To learn more about additional limitations and details, see lexus.com/security.

### ENFORM

Lexus Enform’s Hands-Free Phone, Amazon Alexa, and other connected services may require a device or smartphone connectivity and capability. Data charges may apply. To learn more about additional limitations and details, see lexus.com/enform.

### MARKETING CLAIMS

Mark Levinson is a registered trademark of Harman International Industries, Inc. Clari-Fi is a registered trademark of Harman International Industries, Inc. © 2020 Lexus. All rights reserved.

### LEGAL MILEAGE TRANSFERS

The EPA’s new vehicle estimates are not available for new vehicles at this time. Information about the EPA’s new vehicle estimates can be accessed at www.epa.gov/carguide.
WHEN EVERY DETAIL, EVERY MOMENT AND EVERY EMOTION IS CRAFTED BY LEXUS, IT LEADS TO THIS.